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GLOBAL DIVERSIFIED LENDING

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION
The strategy’s investment objective is to provide stable returns
mainly through income generation via a diversified portfolio of
specialized private lenders. It seeks to capture the dislocation in
traditional banking dynamics via investments across global
geographies and multiple sectors of activity, including residential
and commercial real estate lending, lower and middle market
corporate lending, and other asset-based lending. The team applies
a rigorous, multi-phased manager due diligence process. Portfolio
construction is focused on risk management and strategic liquidity
management in an asset class which is typically illiquid. A long-term
perspective is employed as the team seeks to identify attractive
sectors.

HISTORICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ASSET CLASS

STRATEGY PROFILE As of August 31, 2021

Income
Attractive yields in a low-rate environment

Volatility
Low volatility

Diversification
Low correlation to equities and investment grade bonds

Inception Date
June 1, 2018

Performance Benchmark
None

Currency
USD

Diversified by market segment and geography across specialized managers

Team with direct lending experience and robust manager due diligence expertise, firm with extensive track record in private lending

Access to quality global internal and external private debt managers with strong oversight and negotiated terms

Avoids leverage overlay and implements currency hedging approach

Macroeconomic analysis seeking to identify attractive sectors with long term opportunities

Risk management and ongoing loan monitoring process, seeking to provide downside protection

GLOBAL DIVERSIFIED LENDING COMPOSITE NET PERFORMANCE (%)

HIGHLIGHTS

WHY INVEST IN THIS STRATEGY

Fiera Capital has designed a strategy that seeks to 

capture the benefits of the sector while correcting for its 

challenges

CHALLENGES FOR INVESTORS IN PRIVATE LENDING

 Private lending funds with mandates targeting region-specific
investments and focusing only on a subset of debt strategies
may result in undiversified portfolios

 High minimum investments and long lock-ups have kept some
investors away from the asset class

 Steep learning curve for an evolving asset class. Complicated
loan structures require expertise in understanding the risk
profile of the loan and rights and obligations of the lender

 Due diligence process is critical in identifying disciplined,
differentiated managers

Source: UMB Fund Services. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss. Net performance results
for the composite from June 1, 2018 to February 28, 2019 were calculated using the Global Diversified Lending Master Fund, L.P. netted down on a pro forma
basis by a 0.75% annual management fee as there were no USD investors invested in the strategy during this period. Returns thereafter are calculated on a
composite basis using the highest total fees and expenses currently charged to any USD investor account, fund, or other investment vehicle using this strategy.
The actual management fee and expenses paid by an individual investor may be higher or lower. Returns are listed in U.S. dollars and reflect the reinvestment of
all dividends and capital gains. Performance of the composite is provided for illustration purposes only and should not be construed as performance of a
particular account. Please refer to Important Disclosures on the next page regarding the Composite Definition, Index Comparisons and other important
information.
1. Year to date (“YTD”) represents the cumulative compounded rate of return for all months of data in each respective year.
2. Inception date: June 1, 2018.

Target Net Return LIBOR + 5%

Target Volatility Annualized standard deviation <3%

Average maturity of loans 2-3 years

Strategy AUM $213M

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD1

2018 1.40 0.68 1.06 0.61 0.39 0.59 0.69 5.53

2019 0.69 0.77 0.82 0.68 0.66 0.80 0.92 0.85 0.88 0.63 0.56 0.70 9.33

2020 0.87 0.63 0.29 0.40 0.47 -0.80 0.49 0.34 0.46 -0.62 0.48 0.60 3.66

2021 0.48 0.35 0.54 0.45 0.47 0.54 0.52 0.34 3.75

1 Month 3 Months 1 Year 2 Years Since Inception2

0.34 1.41 4.70 5.14 6.86
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PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION (JULY 31, 2021) RISK & RETURN ANALYSIS

GLOBAL DIVERSIFIED LENDING

STRATEGY PROFILE As of August 31, 2021

us.fieracapital.com

1. Inception Date: June 1, 2018.
2. Using the 3 Month US T-Bill as the risk-free rate.
3. S&P 500 Index used as reference index for calculation.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Inherent in any investment
is the possibility of loss. See Index Disclosures.

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Majlinda Kamberi, CAIA, PortfolioManager
Majlinda has over 15 years of industry experience across various alternative
investment strategies. She is the Portfolio Manager for the Global Diversified
Lending Strategy and Senior Investor Officer, Fiera Private Alternative
Investments. She received her BA and MA from The City College of the City
University of New York.
Marc-André Desjardins, CIO, Fiera Private Alternative Investments
Marc-Andre benefits from over 21 years of industry experience including
positions at leading alternative lending and investment companies. He is
Chief Investment Officer, Fiera Private Alternative Investments. He received
his EMBA from Pepperdine University.
JudyWesalo Temel, Director of Credit Research
Judy has 40 years of industry experience mostly in fixed income and other
credit related roles. She is the author of The Fundamentals of Municipal
Bonds, 5th Edition and was a cofounder of Samson Capital Advisors. She
holds a BS from Cornell University and an MPA from New York University.

1st Lien 75.7%
Other 4.2%
Whole Loan 5.2%
2nd Lien 1.9%
Cash* 9.9%

United States 64.8%
Asia Pacific 25.4%
Latin America 9.7%

Real Estate Loans 74.7%

Corporate Loans 22.6%

Cash** 2.7%

Seniority

Country

Asset Class

Net annualized return since inceptions (%)1 6.86

Annualized standard deviation (%) 1.27

Annualized Sharpe ratio (1.30%)2 4.40

Best monthly net return (%) 1.40

Worst monthly net return (%) -0.80

Percentage of months with positive performance (%) 94.87

Average net return when market is up (%)3 0.58

Average net return when market is down (%)3 0.47

Worst drawdown (%) -0.80

2ND QUARTER COMMENTARY

This material is for informational purposes only. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The
information contained herein is in summary form for convenience of presentation. It is not complete and it should not be relied upon as such. The information set forth
herein was gathered from various sources which Fiera Capital Inc. believes, but has not been able to independently verify and does not guarantee, to be accurate. Any
investment is subject to various risks; such risks should be carefully considered by prospective investors before they make any investment decision. In addition to the risks
associated with all investments, investments in private lending may be more volatile and less liquid than other investments. Private lending investments are also subject to
currency fluctuations, adverse changes in the value or level of swaps, and other economic and market risks. Each prospective investor should consult their own advisors as
to legal, tax, accounting, regulatory, and related matters before investing in a strategy.This document may contain forward-looking statements based on experience and
expectations about these types of investments. For example, such statements are sometimes indicated by words such as “expects,” “believes,” “seeks,” “may,” “intends,”
“attempts,” “will,” “should,” and similar expressions. Those forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to many risks,
uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict. Therefore, actual returns could be much lower than those expressed or implied in any forward-looking
statements as a result of various factors. Views are as of the date listed at the top of this document. Fiera Capital Inc. has no obligation to revise or update this document or
any forward-looking statements set forth herein. Composite Description: The investment objective is to seek to provide consistent returns primarily through income
generation by investing in a number of underlying investment funds that pursue a loan origination, lending and/or credit oriented investment strategy and other related
investments. The composite, created in June 2018, is composed of the US dollar discretionary accounts invested in the strategy. The accounts included in the composite
reflect accounts managed by the Global Diversified Lending team and the has no benchmark. The strategy may seek to employ leverage, but may not borrow or otherwise
incur leverage of greater than 15% of the market value of the strategy. The cumulative effect of the use of leverage by the Strategy in a market that moves adversely to the
Strategy’s investments could result in a substantial loss to the Strategy, which would be greater than if it was not leveraged. Index Definitions: It is not possible to invest
directly in an index. A strategy’s holdings may differ significantly from the securities that comprise the index. Investors pursuing a strategy similar to an index may
experience higher or lower returns and will bear the cost of fees and expenses that will reduce returns. S&P 500 (U.S. Equities) – comprises a collection of stocks of 500
leading companies and captures 80% coverage of available market capitalization. Index results assume the re-investment of all dividends and capital gains. There can be no
assurance that the Fund will achieve the Target Return and actual results may vary significantly from the Target Return. The Target Return set forth above is based on a
combination of factors, including the Fund’s investment team’s general experience and assessment of prevailing market conditions and investment opportunities. There
are, however, numerous investment-specific assumptions that factor into the targeted return that may not be consistent with future market conditions and that may
significantly affect actual investment results. Such assumptions include, but are not limited to (i) the Manager’s ability to adequately assess the risk and return potential of
investments through its bottom-up research; (ii) availability of suitable relative value opportunities in each asset class; and (iii) various measurements and parameters
relating to the Manager’s expected outlook for certain global and local economies and markets.

Inception Date
June 1, 2018

Performance Benchmark
None

Currency
USD

The Fiera Global Diversified Lending strategy rose 1.47% in Q2, bringing the
YTD return to 2.86%. Activity picked up substantially during the second
quarter. Underlying funds experienced multiple payoffs on non-performing
loans where they recovered all the principal, and in some cases, also a
substantial amount of owed interest and fees. Certain underlying funds,
which had not been accepting new capital for several months, opened up
during the second quarter as they found multiple attractive deals to deploy
capital into, allowing the strategy to increase its allocation in some of the
higher conviction managers. After substantial due diligence, including an
onsite visit, the strategy committed approximately 6% of its assets under
management to a new manager in the portfolio, a U.S. corporate middle
market manager focused on mission critical industries, which is expected to
enhance both diversification and risk-adjusted returns over the long term.

The strategy successfully secured a $20M credit facility at the end of June,
which will provide for a more efficient cash flow management process.
Given the credit facility, the strategy now will be able to deploy almost all
the cash into existing or new managers, while temporarily relying on the
credit facility to meet capital calls from existing commitments.

The portfolio management team is pleased with the results of the strategy to
date and expects the recent developments will continue to benefit the
portfolio going forward.

* Includes look-through cash and cash 
equivalent securities within the underlying 
funds

** Cash and cash equivalent securities at GDLF


